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Abstract (English)

Path following control is a fundamental part of vehicle autonomy and over the last
decades extensive research has been conducted towards the development of more
advanced algorithms for path control of autonomous vehicles. The primary interest
in improving path following control for autonomous vehicles is to be able to reduce
the tracking error relative to the vehicle’s reference path while also increasing the
speed at which trajectory tracking is possible. In this thesis, path following con-
trol was considered for an autonomous electric four-wheel steered hauler. For this
purpose, two different control paradigms were tested. Non-linear feedback control
and model predictive control. Both controllers were designed to stabilize the lateral
offset of the hauler in the curvilinear coordinate system constituting its reference
path. The controllers were synthesized with regards to a kinematic model of a
four-wheel steered vehicle in a curvilinear coordinate system, and tuned extensively
versus a multi-body simulation of the hauler. The MPC was also implemented in
existing ROS code for a prototype of the real hauler and its real-time schedulability
was tested on the machine control hardware in the hauler prototype. It was found
that both controllers met the required tracking precision, while the model predic-
tive path controller performed better but at a significantly higher cost in terms of
computational complexity and coding overhead.
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Abstract (Swedish)

Banföljningsreglering är en fundamental del av fordonsautonomi och under de senaste
årtioendena har mycket forskning fokuserat p̊a utveckling av mer avancerade re-
gleralgoritmer för banföljning i autonoma fordon. Det huvudsakliga intresset i att
förbättra banföljningsreglering i självkörande fordon ligger i att kunna reducera
banföljningsfelet och samtidigt möjliggöra en ökning av hastigheten för vilken tra-
jektorieföljning är möjligt. I detta examensarbete utforskas banföljningsreglering
för en autonom elektrisk fyrhjulstyrd dumper. I detta avseende prövades tv̊a olika
reglerparadigmer, ickelinjär återkoppling och modelprediktiv reglering. B̊ada reg-
ulatorerna designades för att stabilisera fordonets laterala rörelse i det kurvlinjära
koordinatsystemet som utgör dess referensbana. Regulatorerna syntetiserades med
avseende p̊a en kinematisk modell av ett fyrhjulsstyrt fordon i ett kurvlinjärt koor-
dinatsystem och justerades genom testkörningar p̊a en simulerad flerkroppsmodell
av den fyrhjulsstyrda dumpern. Den modellprediktiva regulatorn implementerades
även i existerande ROS-kod för en prototyp av den riktiga dumpern varp̊a imple-
mentationens schemaläggningsmöjlighet testades p̊a prototypens regulatorh̊ardvara.
Simulatortesterna visade att b̊ada regulatorerna uppfyllde kraven p̊a banföljnings-
precision, medan modelprediktiv reglering presterade bättre till priset av avsevärt
högre beräkningskomplexitet och kodunderh̊all.
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1 Introduction

This master thesis studies the path following control of an autonomous electric four
wheel steered hauler. The paper will present relevant background to the problem
formulation, an overview of related research and then present the synthesis and
evaluation of two different control methods for the path following control of the
hauler.

1.1 Background

Quarry operations are often located in close proximity to urban environments, where
the diesel-powered operations’ extensive production of CO2 emissions and particle
pollution are of great concern for both environmental sustainability and the quality-
of-life of the quarry’s employees and the local residents directly affected. The quar-
ries’ significant amount of diesel engine exhausts entail considerable concern for
human well-being for several reasons, e.g. human exposure to diesel engine exhausts
are known to cause irritation to the eyes and respiratory airways and is also capable
of inducing allergic responses similar to asthma and provoking existing respiratory
allergies [1]. More importantly, there exist significant carcinogenic risks associated
with exposure to diesel engine exhausts, with a particularly heightened risk for indi-
viduals with frequent exposure to the exhausts, e.g. truck drivers and dock workers
[2]. The electrification of a quarry operation is therefore a desirable goal since it
would reduce the on-site production of diesel engine exhausts considerably and may
also slash the CO2 emissions of the operation. As of 2018, Volvo CE is closing in
on the initial delivery of its new Electric Site Quarry; a quarry site consisting of
grid connected excavators and crushers, a diesel-electric wheel loader and a fleet of
electric haulers. This electrified site would benefit the operator by reducing the costs
of ownership by up to 25% and advance environmental sustainability by decreasing
the CO2 emissions by up to 95% [3].

Figure 1: Concept rendering of Volvo CE’s electric quarry site. Image credit to Volvo CE.

A direct consequence of the electrification of the hauler (known as HX01) is that the
reduction in power capacity associated with switching to electric reduces the load
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capacity of a hauler from 30-40 tonnes to 15 tonnes. Hence the electric site has a
need for more haulers than a conventional quarry site and thus the staff cost for
the additional drivers risks becoming a significant hindrance to economically viable
operation. For this reason, Volvo CE has chosen to make their electric haulers au-
tonomous. See figure 2 for an image of the autonomous hauler. Distinctive features
include

• Autonomous

• Completely electric

• 4 wheel drive

• 4 wheel steering

• Symmetric front-rear

• Can run equally well in reverse mode as in forward mode

• Load capacity of 15 metric tonnes

• Designed for speeds up to 10 m/s

Figure 2: The autonomous hauler HX01. Image credit to Volvo CE.

The autonomous hauler possess several distinct advantages versus traditional ar-
ticulated haulers, namely its reduced operating cost in terms of personnel and fuel
as well as its ability to cut hauling routes shorter by reversing instead of turning
around. Furthermore, the ability of the haulers’ buckets to interlock means that a
fleet of haulers can run under a crusher continuously as a conveyor belt, increasing
production capacity by reducing the loading times and also reducing fuel costs by
decreasing the work load on the wheel loaders. However, the automation of the
hauler also presents novel engineering challenges as the electric quarry site now re-
quires a multitude of automatic systems for hauler task management, path planning,
obstacle detection, path following, etc. The path following control algorithm used
in an autonomous vehicle has considerable influence on the performance of the vehi-
cle. A good path following control algorithm should bring the lateral path error to
acceptable levels quickly for all intended operational speeds, without considerable
sustained oscillations. For the purpose of this thesis, the benchmarking requirements
imposed on the performance of the path following controller are that it should be
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able to follow a given path through a quarry at speeds up to 7 m/s, while the lateral
error e is always bounded by the limit values ±elim. This limitation on the lateral
error is derived from the error margins in the path planning and the accuracy of the
GNSS position of the hauler. The reason for designing the controllers to perform
at speeds up to 7 m/s instead of 10 m/s is because the intended reference trajec-
tory has relatively frequent and narrow curves, rendering higher speeds superfluous.
Previous research has also found that it is difficult to stabilize the path following
of the autonomous hauler at speeds greater than 5 m/s using traditional controllers
such as PID and simple non-linear controllers [4]. It is therefore of great interest to
investigate both advanced non-linear control laws and model predictive control as
effective path following controllers at higher velocities.

1.2 Research purpose

The objective of this master thesis is to design a non-linear path following controller
and a model predictive path following controller, both of which fulfill the prescribed
performance requirements, i.e. that the tracking error should be smaller than ±elim
during tests on relatively stressful tracks and speeds up to 7 m/s. Both controllers are
to be evaluated first in simulation and secondly in tests on a real hauler prototype.
The performance of the controllers are then compared and evaluated with regards to
precision, robustness and necessary computing power such that a final verdict can
be given as to which controller is the most suitable for implementation on the real
hauler.

1.3 Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this master thesis is that it is possible to design non-linear path
following controllers and model predictive path following controllers that fulfill the
path following requirements when implemented on the real hauler and, controllers
designed versus a validated simulator of the real hauler can be implemented on the
real hauler without significant alterations to their design.

2 State of the Art

The following outlines existing research and techniques in the fields of four-wheel
steered vehicles, non-linear path control and model predictive path control.

2.1 Four-wheel-steered vehicles

There exists considerable research in the area of path control of two wheel steered
vehicles, e.g. [5], [6], [7] and [8]. However, there is less research material available
for path control of four wheel steered vehicles. Therefore it is of great interest to
investigate the kinematics and dynamics of four wheeled steered vehicles, such that
the the available knowledge of two wheel steered path control may be translated to
four wheel steered vehicles.

Four wheel steering has been used in personal vehicles to achieve smaller turning
radius and agile movement at lower speeds, while increasing the stability of the
vehicle at higher speeds, a combination of vehicle behaviors generally considered
contradictory [9]. The control of a four wheel steered personal vehicle is almost
exclusively achieved through drive-by-wire. The rear wheels are typically steered
either through feed forward gain from the front wheels, or through a feedback control
signal to reject disturbances, or a combination of both practices [11]. A desirable
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goal in implementing four wheel steering drive-by-wire is the tracking of reference
vehicles, e.g. to create closed loop dynamics with regards to yaw rate and body side
slip such that the vehicle’s response to changes in the steering wheel angle follow
an ideal model that is not achievable with traditional two wheel steering [10]. This
practice can be used both to improve the handling of the vehicle, as well as to reject
disturbances such as µ-split - when a flat tire or ice and snow cause a significant
lateral difference in longitudinal wheel forces that would normally make the vehicle
spin out of control [12],[11],[13].

Modeling of four wheel steered vehicles can be treated similarly to modeling of two
wheel steered vehicles, e.g. through single track models, double track models or full
multi-body simulations. The major difference being that four wheel steered vehicles
have both front and rear steering angles as inputs. A four wheel steered single track
model can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3: Single track model of a four wheel steered vehicle. Figure taken from [13].

The open loop dynamics of this model can be described by

[
β̇
ψ̈

]
=

[
−Kf+Kr

mv

Kf lf−Krlr
mv2

+ 1
Kf lf−Krlr

Izz
−Kf l

2
f+Krl2r
Izzv

] [
β
ψ̇

]
+

[
−Kf

mv
−Kr

mv
Kf lf
Izz

−Krlr
Izz

] [
δf
δr

]
(1)

where Kf and Kr are the front and rear steering stiffnesses, respectively. Izz is
the angular inertia in the z-direction and m is the mass of the vehicle. The other
parameters are defined in figure 3. This model is useful for determining the rotational
behavior of the vehicle when the angular velocity changes much more rapidly than
its longitudinal velocity [13].

2.2 Non-linear feedback path following control

The following section is a summary of the path control used by the quickest finisher
in the DARPA Grand Challenge 2005 [14]. The DARPA Grand Challenge 2005 was
a 132 miles off-road race for autonomous cars. The quickest finisher in the race was
Stanford racing team’s entry, a Volkswagen Tuareg nicknamed ”Stanley”. The path
control in ”Stanley” worked by regulating the lateral offset error using non-linear
control laws based on lateral error and heading error. Non-linear control was chosen
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because the assumptions of small errors necessary for linearized modeling are not
valid in off-road conditions where disturbances are abundant. The primary control
law was designed based on the kinematic model:

ė(t) = v(t) sin(ψ(t)− δ(t)) (2)

ψ̇(t) = −v(t) sin(δ(t))

lf + lr
(3)

where e(t) is the lateral offset error of the vehicle, ψ(t) is the heading error, v(t) is
the longitudinal velocity of the front axle, lf and lr are the distances between center
of gravity and the front axle and rear axle, respectively, and δ(t) is the steering angle,
see figure 4. Note that the steering angle is mechanically limited to |δ(t)| ≤ δmax.

Figure 4: Principle kinematic model used for designing the Stanley controller. Figure taken from
[14].

The controller designed to stabilize this system is

δ(t) =


ψ(t) + arctan(ke(t)

v(t)
) if |ψ(t) + arctan(ke(t)

v(t)
)| < δmax,

δmax if ψ(t) + arctan(ke(t)
v(t)

) ≥ δmax,

−δmax if ψ(t) + arctan(ke(t)
v(t)

) ≤ −δmax.
(4)

The proof sketch for the global stability of this control law is as follow. Without

loss of generality, consider only the cases, |ψ(t) + arctan(ke(t)
v(t)

)| < δmax and ψ(t) +

arctan(ke(t)
v(t)

) ≥ δmax. In the latter case, the kinematics of the system become

ė(t) = v(t) sin(ψ(t)− δmax) (5)

ψ̇(t) = −v(t) sin(δmax)

lf + lr
(6)
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since ψ̇ is negative constant in this region, ψ will decrease until |ψ(t)+arctan(ke(t)
v(t)

)| <
δmax. In this nominal region, the kinematics of the lateral error become

ė(t) = v(t) sin

(
− arctan

(
ke(t)

v(t)

))
= − ke(t)√

1 +
(
ke(t)
v(t)

)2
. (7)

Hence e(t) decays linearly with rate v(t) for large e(t)
v(t)

and exponentially with rate

k for small e(t)
v(t)

. Therefore e(t) = 0 is the only asymptotically stable point of the

system when applying this control law. For the full proof, see the original paper by
Hoffman et.al. [14].

The kinematic control law was then augmented with correction terms to compensate
for critical dynamics not considered in the kinematic model. The first correction is
that the heading error should be brought to a steady state heading error ψss, which
is non-zero for two wheel steered vehicles. The second correction is active yaw
damping. The third correction is a rate limitation on the steering angle to avoid
saturation and overshoot in the steering servo. The fourth correction is to add a
constant term ksoftto the measured velocity, so that k

v(t)
never becomes too sensitive

to noise in e(t). In conclusion, the control law implemented in the Stanley vehicle is

δ(t) = (ψ(t)− ψss)︸ ︷︷ ︸
steady state yaw

+ arctan

(
ke(t)

ksoft + v(t)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

lateral control

+ kd,yaw(ψ̇ − ψ̇ref )︸ ︷︷ ︸
yaw damping

+ kd,steer(δ(i)− δ(i+ 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
steering damping

(8)
which was extensively tested in practice before and during the DARPA Grand Chal-
lenge 2005.

2.3 Model predictive path following control

Model Predictive Control, MPC, is one of the most widespread and recognized con-
trol methods for non-linear and constrained optimization problems. It combines
optimal control with multivariable control, stochastic control and future reference
changes [16].

MPC works in principle by considering the minimization of a cost function under
constraints. The cost function takes current and future inputs, states and outputs
up until some horizon N into consideration and it is assumed that there exists some
nominal model for estimating sequential states as function of previous states and
inputs. A relatively general formulation of an MPC problem can be given as

minimize
x,z,u

N−1∑
i=0

L(xi, zi, ui) + E(xN) (9a)

subject to: x0 − x0,measured = 0 (9b)

xi+1 − f(xi, zi, ui) = 0, i = 0, ..., N − 1 (9c)

g(xi, zi, ui) = 0, i = 0, ..., N − 1 (9d)

h(xi, zi, ui) ≤ 0, i = 0, ..., N − 1 (9e)

r(xN) ≤ 0. (9f)

Here, f(·) denotes the nominal system model, g(·) is the equality constraints the sys-
tem is subject to, h(·) is the inequality constraints the system is subject to, r(xN) is
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the inequality constraints on the final state, L(·) is the cost function component that
penalizes the trajectory of the solution, and E(xN) is the cost function component
that penalizes the final state of the system. In practice the formulation does not
have to include all components of (9) and should be adapted to the problem at hand.
Provided that feasible solutions exist, MPC formulations can generally be solved by
nonlinear programming solvers such as fmincon in Matlab [17].

Extensive research and application have been conducted towards MPC in path con-
trol of ground vehicles. E.g. Yu et.al. have successfully designed MPC path following
for a car-like mobile robot that outperformed non-linear controllers in simulation
[8]. Tan et.al. have designed MPC path tracking for a four wheel steered, four
wheel driven vehicles that performed well in simulation [18]. Yakub et.al. have
successfully created MPC path following that in simulation rejected crosswind dis-
turbances in both two-wheel steered vehicles, four wheel steered vehicles, and two
wheel steered vehicles with direct yaw moment control [19]. Kanjanawanishkul has
designed MPC path following for an omnidirectional mobile robot that was success-
ful in following the given trajectories in simulation [20]. Pereira, Svensson, Lima
and Mårtensson have designed and implemented MPC path following for an over-
actuated autonomous vehicle that could control all four wheels independently, with
successful results both in simulation and in experiments [21].

An initial take on a practical implementation of path following MPC is well described
by [21], where the goal is to track both a path and the road that the path is defined
on. Here, the states of interest are defined as z = (x, y, ψ)T , and the inputs are
the curvature and the crabbing angle, u = (κ, β)T . A reference path is then defined
consisting of zref = (xref , yref , ψref )T and u = (κref , βref )T . From here, the state

errors are defined as z̃i = zi− zrefi and the input errors are defined as ũi = ui−urefi .
Now a discrete-time kinematic model is derived, such that the next step in the model
can be predicted by

z̃i+1 = f(z̃i, ũi) = Aiz̃i +Biũi (10)

where

Ai =

1 0 −Tvrefi sin(ψrefi + βrefi )
0 1 Tvrefi cos(ψrefi + βrefi )
0 0 1

 (11)

and

Bi =

 0 −Tvrefi sin(ψrefi + βrefi )
0 Tvrefi cos(ψrefi + βrefi )

Tvrefi 0

 . (12)

Since there are mechanical constraints to the inputs and their rates of change, it is
necessary to introduce inequality constraints on the inputs u and the input differ-
ences (∆u = uk − uk−1). Finally, since the feasible reference path zrefcalc is calculated

from a possibly infeasible reference path zreftrue, the future difference z̃fut = zrefcalc−z
ref
true

is added to the cost function. The same is done for the road direction term. Thus
the MPC problem can then be formulated as

minimize
ũ

||z̃ + z̃fut||2Qz + ||ψ̃road + ψ̃fut||2Qroad + ||ũ+ uref ||2Qu (13a)

subject to: z1 = z1,measured (13b)

zi+1 = f(zi, ui), i = 1, ..., Hp (13c)

z̃i = zi − zrefi , i = 1, ..., Hp (13d)

ũi = ui − urefi , i = 1, ..., Hc (13e)

umin − uref ≤ ũ ≤ umax + uref , i = 1, ..., Hc (13f)
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∆umin −∆uref ≤ ∆ũ ≤ ∆umax −∆uref , i = 1, ..., Hc (13g)

where Qz is the weights on state errors, ψroad is the heading of the road, Qroad is
the weight on heading error deviation, Qu is the weights on input error, Hp is the
prediction horizon and Hc is the control horizon, where Hc < Hp. For Hc ≤ i ≤ Hp

then ui = uHc . The above formulated problem is solved at each time-step with the
current measured states z1,measured as initial conditions. After solving, the first input
in the optimal input sequence, u∗0, is used as input to the actual system. The process
is then reset and repeated with new measurements on z as inputs [21].

3 System description

The following subsections will cover key characteristics of the autonomous hauler
system and describe the overall architecture of the virtual simulation model of the
hauler.

3.1 Hauler characteristics

As mentioned previously, the HX01 is an electric autonomous hauler with four-wheel
drive and four-wheel steering. The intention of the electric site project is to combine
several autonomous haulers into a fleet that provides continuous extraction of gravel
from the quarry pit. This fleet of haulers is supervised by a fleet management system
that conducts task management and path planning for each individual hauler, as well
as manage various emergency systems, etc. However the path following control is
performed on local level in each hauler. The reason for this division between path
planning and path following is that the path planning should be conducted with
regards to the whole fleet in order to maximize the production capacity of the site,
while the path following is preferable conducted in each individual hauler since it
requires a relatively high sampling frequency and therefore wireless communication
delays should be avoided. After computing the steering angles, the path controller
will in turn send these steering angles as set-points to the front and rear steering
servos, that PI-control the front and rear steering angles with hydraulic actuators.
For the purpose of this thesis, the speed control is separated from the steering control
and will not be of any concern for the thesis work. It follows that for steering
purposes, the hauler can be represented as in figure 5.

Path Controller Steering Servos Hauler movement

Sensors +
reference path

+

-

Figure 5: Block diagram representation of the steering dynamics of the HX01. x, y and ψg are
the global coordinates and heading of the hauler. e and ψ are the lateral error and heading error
of the hauler relative to the reference trajectory. δcmd is the set point steering angles sent from the
path controller to the steering servos, while δ are the actual steering angles of the front and rear
wheels.
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The global position and heading of the hauler are determined by an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF), fusing sensory input from a dual GNSS-antenna and a six-axle
IMU. The global position of the hauler is then translated and rotated with regards
to the vehicle’s pitch, yaw and roll, down to the vehicle’s center point. The center
point is situated on the vehicle’s center line exactly halfway between the axles, and
does not necessarily coincide with the vehicle’s center of mass. The motive for this
choice of center point is that the hauler’s kinematics should be symmetric regardless
of which direction it moves in.

The path given to the hauler is defined by a discrete curvilinear coordinate system
such that

si 7→ {xi, yi,∆xi,∆yi, ψref,i, κi, vx,ref,i} , i ∈ 1, 2, ..., N (14)

where, x is the reference x-coordinate, y is the reference y-coordinate, ∆x is the
reference’s difference in x, ∆y is the reference’s difference in y, ψref is the heading
reference, κ is the curvature of the reference path and vx,ref is the velocity reference.

The lateral error of the vehicle relative to the reference path is found through mini-
mization of

(xmeas − xi + e · sin(ψref,i))
2 + (ymeas − yi − e · cos(ψref,i))

2 (15)

with regards to i and e. Since this process also gives the index of si, other relevant
parameters for the path following are given by (14). In particular, the heading error
of the hauler is computed by simply subtracting the global heading of the hauler
from the global heading of the path.

3.2 Hauler kinematics

Consider the kinematic model of a four-wheel steered vehicle as seen in figure 6.

Figure 6: Principle sketch of a four-wheel steered vehicle offset from its curved reference path.
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From here, consider the following four errors with regards to the path that the
vehicle should follow.

• ef - the lateral error of the front axle

• er - the lateral error of the rear axle

• e - the lateral error of the vehicle’s center point

• ψ - the heading error of the vehicle

While the model’s inputs are

• δf - the front axle’s steering angle

• δr - the rear axle’s steering angle

Note that ef , er, e and ψ are all measured relative to the same tangent centered
on the point where e intersects the path. δf and δr are both measured relative to
the vehicle’s center line, and are both positive counter-clockwise. The relationships
between the errors are

e =
lr
L
ef +

lf
L
er (16)

sin(ψ) =
ef − er
L

(17)

where lr is the length from the center point to the rear axle, lf is the length from
the center point to the front axle and L is the length between the front and rear
axles. The kinematics of the front and rear lateral errors are

ėf = vf sin(δf + ψ)

ėr = vr sin(δr + ψ)
(18)

where vf is the longitudinal speed of the front axle and vr is the longitudinal speed
of the rear axle. Hence the kinematics of e and ψ are

ė =
lr
L
ėf +

lf
L
ėr =

vf lr
L

sin(δf + ψ) +
vrlf
L

sin(δr + ψ)

cos(ψ)ψ̇ =
1

L
(vf sin(δf + ψ)− vr sin(δr + ψ))⇒

ψ̇ =
1

L cos(ψ)
(vf sin(δf + ψ)− vr sin(δr + ψ)) .

(19)

Notice that this definition of the heading error ψ results in a singularity in the
heading error rate at ψ = ±π

2
. Therefore, restrict the range of the model to −π

2
<

ψ < π
2
. This restriction does not affect the applicability of the path controller, since

any spin-out severe enough to result in a heading error larger than π
2

should be
handled by emergency systems and not by the default path controller.

The HX01 is longitudinally symmetric, hence lf = lr = L/2. Also assume that the
difference between the front and rear steering angles is sufficiently small that the
turning radii of the front and rear axles impose v = vf ≈ vr. Thus the kinematics
can be simplified to

ė =
v

2
(sin(δf + ψ) + sin(δr + ψ))

ψ̇ =
v

L cos(ψ)
(sin(δf + ψ)− sin(δr + ψ)) .

(20)
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A linearizion of this model around e = 0, ψ = 0 results in

ė = vxψ +
vx
2
δf +

vx
2
δr

ψ̇ =
vx
L
δf −

vx
L
δr

(21)

which in Laplace domain is equivalent to[
E(s)
Ψ(s)

]
=

[(
vx
2s

+ v2x
Ls2

) (
vx
2s
− v2x

Ls2

)
vx
Ls

− vx
Ls

][
∆f (s)
∆r(s)

]
(22)

that has a double pole in s = 0. Hence observe that the system is nominally unstable
and therefore it is necessary that both the path controller and the steering servos,
as seen in figure 5, are fast enough to stabilize the system.

3.3 Simulation platform

In order to facilitate swift and accessible testing of different control laws, it was
necessary to have a simulation platform of the HX01 that was as close as possible
in resemblance to the real hauler. During their thesis, Fischer and Palm [4] re-
purposed a Simulink/SimScape model of a Volvo Trucks tractor into a model of
the HX01. The model consists of stiffly connected front and rear chassis, steered
and powered front and rear axles, nonlinear tire models, Ackerman geometries for
the steering, and dimensions and inertias. The model also includes the vehicle’s
hydraulic PID-controlled steering servos.
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Figure 7: Path of the simulated hauler during a slalom test, and the corresponding path of the
real hauler.
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The global position of the model is captured from a point above the front chassis,
the EKF is however not emulated and instead the roll, pitch and yaw of the model
are captured from the front chassis. Gaussian white noise is then added to the
signals such that the noise intensity on the simulated signals correspond to the noise
intensity of the real signals post-EKF. The simulated GPS-position is then rotated
and translated to the vehicle’s center point.

The trajectory is defined in the same way for the model as it is defined for the real
hauler, see (14), and the lateral error and the heading error are also computed using
the same algorithms as the ones implemented on the real vehicle.
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Figure 8: Path of the simulated hauler during a constant curvature test, and the corresponding
path of the real hauler.

The accuracy and precision of the model is evaluated by inputting logged data of
the steering angles and reference velocity into the model and comparing how the
model’s position evolves with regards to the corresponding logged position of the
real hauler. For these tests, the model’s steering servos are disconnected so that
the steering angles are directly input on the wheels. This way, it is possible to
directly observe the feedforward influence of the steering angles on the evolution of
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the vehicle’s position. See figures 7 and 8 for slalom test and constant curvature
test.

During the slalom test, the model’s position drifts from the real hauler’s position by
approximately 5 m over 80 m, while during constant cornering the model’s position
drifts by less than 0.5 m during a revolution of a circle with approximate radius of
5 m. The feedforward drift of the Simscape/Simulink model’s position relative to
the actual hauler’s position can therefore be considered as relatively small, and thus
it is a sufficiently good simulation platform for controller design and synthesis.

4 Non-linear control

The success of non-linear feedback path following control in the ’Stanley’ vehicle in
DARPA Grand Challenge entails the potential for use of a similar path following
algorithm for the HX01, considering that both vehicles are intended for off-road
conditions where rejection of disturbances are most crucial to the success of the
controller. Note that the four-wheel steering attribute of the HX01 means that
the controller derived for the ’Stanley’ vehicle should not be implemented directly.
Instead, the following sections will lay out the derivation and synthesis of a similar
non-linear control law, but considering the kinematics of a four-wheel steered vehicle
instead.

4.1 Kinematic derivation

Consider the previously presented kinematics of the hauler with regards to its ref-
erence trajectory

ė =
v

2
(sin(δf + ψ) + sin(δr + ψ))

ψ̇ =
v

L cos(ψ)
(sin(δf + ψ)− sin(δr + ψ)) .

(23)

For control purposes, begin by studying the special case e 6= 0, ψ = 0. In this case,
it is desirable to find a control law such that e decreases while ψ is kept constant,
e.g. achieving a ’crabbing’ motion back to the path. This is realized by setting
δf = δr = −atan(ke), where k > 0 is a feedback gain, which yields

ė = − vke√
1 + k2e2

ψ̇ =
v

L

(
− ke√

1 + k2e2
+

ke√
1 + k2e2

)
= 0.

(24)

Hence for large ke, e decays linearly with rate v, while for small ke it decays expo-
nentially with rate vk. Hence e is asymptotically brought to 0 while ψ is constant.

Next, consider the other special case where e = 0, ψ 6= 0. Ideally, the control law
should be extended to

δf = −3ψ − atan(ke)

δr = ψ − atan(ke),
(25)

since this gives

ė =
v

2
(sin(−2ψ) + sin(2ψ)) = 0

ψ̇ = − 2v

L cos(ψ)
sin(2ψ) = −4v

L
sin(ψ).

(26)
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Hence for large values, ψ decays linearly with rate 4v
L

, while for small ψ, it decays

exponentially with rate 4v
L

, all while e is kept constant at zero. However, considering
the presence of mechanical constraints to the steering angles, this controller will be
less useful in practice since the large heading feedback gain on the front axle will
reduce the effective range of unsaturated feedback control. In order to increase the
range of feedback control, reduce the heading error feedback on the front axle such
that

δf = −ψ − atan(ke)

δr = ψ − atan(ke),
(27)

which gives

ė =
v

2
sin(2ψ)

ψ̇ = − v

L cos(ψ)
sin(2ψ) = −2v

L
sin(ψ).

(28)

This yields the same behavior for ψ as previously, albeit with a slower decay rate,
while the amplitude of the lateral error is now increasing. Intuitively, it appears that
in the worst case scenario e will grow and ψ will decay until the system is back in the
first special case, e 6= 0, ψ = 0, which means that the system is still asymptotically
stable under this control law. Nevertheless, it is of great interest to verify stability
through more rigorous means. Therefore, consider the Lyapunov function

V (e, ψ) =
1

2
e2 +

1

2
ψ2. (29)

According to Lyapunov, the origin is asymptotically stable provided that there exists
an invariant region of attraction surrounding the origin, i.e. there exists a set Ω such
that V̇ (e, ψ) < 0, ∀ {e, ψ} ∈ Ω and V (e, ψ) = constant, ∀ {e, ψ} ∈ ∂Ω. Begin by
investigating where V̇ (e, ψ) < 0.

V̇ (e, ψ) = eė+ ψψ̇ =
ve

2
(sin(δf + ψ) + sin(δr + ψ)) +

+
vψ

L cos(ψ)
(sin(δf + ψ)− sin(δr + ψ)) =

=
ve

2

(
sin(2ψ)− ke√

1 + k2e2

)
−

− vψ

L cos(ψ)

(
sin(2ψ) +

ke√
1 + k2e2

)
< 0.

(30)

This inequality is equivalent to

e

2

(
sin(2ψ)− ke√

1 + k2e2

)
<

ψ

L cos(ψ)

(
sin(2ψ) +

ke√
1 + k2e2

)
. (31)

Inequality (31) is evaluated numerically for different values of k in the generous error
ranges −1.5m ≤ e ≤ 1.5m, −π

2
≤ ψ ≤ π

2
. See figure 9.
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Figure 9: Evaluations of the Lyapunov function’s derivative for different feedback gains. The
largest invariant of the system (when applicable in the sense of asymptotic stability) is indicated
by the inside of the level curves represented by the black circles. Inside the largest invariant the
system converges asymptotically to the origin. Outside the largest invariant, convergence is not
guaranteed by Lyapunov.

Notice that for small k there exist ribbons of repulsion in e > 0, ψ > 0 and
e < 0, ψ < 0 that stretch out from the origin, while as k increases these repul-
sive regions shrink and disappear in favor of the region of attraction and thus there
exist invariant sets surrounding the origin. Hence the origin is asymptotically stable
in the interesting range of e and ψ given sufficiently large k.

It was previously mentioned that mechanical saturation of the steering angles could
cause issues and limitations to the controller. Hoffman et.al. [14] resolved saturation
on a two wheel steered vehicle by simply limiting the path following controller’s
input to the mechanical saturation limit of the steering angles. However, this may
not yield good results when implemented on a four-wheel steered vehicle. E.g.
given a maximal steering angle δm > 0, e > 0 such that −atan(ke) → −π

2
and

0 < δm < ψ < π
2
− δm, then if we simply let the steering angles saturate

δf = satδm−δm(−ψ − atan(ke)) = −δm
δr = satδm−δm(ψ − atan(ke)) = −δm

(32)

which gives

ė ∝ sin(ψ − δm) + sin(ψ − δm) > 0

ψ̇ ∝ sin(ψ − δm)− sin(ψ − δm) = 0.
(33)
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The lateral error will keep increasing and the heading error will remain unchanged.
Hence a simple saturation limit on the steering angles is insufficient to guarantee
global stability.

Instead, consider the saturation law

if eψ > 0 and (|δf | > δm or |δr| > δm)

δf = −δmsign(e)

δr = δmsign(e)

elseif eψ ≤ 0 and |ψ| < π

2
− δm and (|δf | > δm or |δr| > δm)

δf = satδm−δm(−ψ − atan(ke))

δr = satδm−δm(ψ − atan(ke))

elseif eψ ≤ 0 and (|δf | > δm or |δr| > δm)

δf = δmsign(e)

δr = −δmsign(e).

(34)

Note that the two cases eψ > 0 and eψ ≤ 0 determine if the vehicle faces away
from the trajectory, or faces towards the trajectory, respectively. Note also that
the aforementioned critical condition |ψ| > δm always triggers this saturation law
since if e > 0, ψ > δm > 0 → |δf | > |ψ| > δm while if e > 0, ψ < −δm < 0 →
|δr| > |ψ| > δm, and likewise for the mirrored conditions e < 0, ψ < −δm < 0 and
e < 0, ψ > −δm > 0.

In order to verify that the aforementioned saturation law provides global stability, we
need only to check for stability in the cases e > 0, π > ψ > 0 and e > 0, 0 > ψ > −π

2
,

since both the kinematics and the control law are mirrored around e = 0. The
saturation law in (34) provides global stability, since given that e > 0, π

2
> ψ >

0, π
2
> δm > 0 and either steering angle saturates, then

ė ∝ sin(ψ − δm) + sin(ψ + δm) = 2 cos(δm) sin(ψ) > 0

ψ̇ ∝ sin(ψ − δm)− sin(ψ + δm)

cos(ψ)
= −2 sin(δm) < 0

(35)

which shows that the heading error will decay until either both steering angles fall
below their saturation limit (for which nominal stability has been shown numerically
with Lyapunov), or until ψ ≤ 0 and saturation still applies. In the latter case, note
that ψ is currently small and thus persistent saturation implies that the lateral error
is so large that δf = δr = −δm.

ė ∝ sin(ψ − δm) + sin(ψ − δm) < 0

ψ̇ ∝ sin(ψ − δm)− sin(ψ − δm) = 0.
(36)

Thus the heading error will remain small while the lateral error decays until nominal
control is reached, for which stability has been numerically shown.

Consider the case e > 0, 0 > ψ > δm − π
2
, such that δf > δr = −δm. Now

ė ∝ sin(ψ − ψ − atan(ke)) + sin(ψ − δm) < 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ψ − atan(ke)− δm < 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ψ − atan(ke) < δm; True by case definition

ψ̇ ∝ sin(ψ − ψ − atan(ke))− sin(ψ − δm) > 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ −ψ − atan(ke)− δm > 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ −ψ − atan(ke) = δf > −δm = δr; True by case definition.

(37)
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Hence both e and ψ decay until either nominal control is reached, for which stability
has been shown, or until saturation persists into either e > 0, ψ > 0 or e < 0, ψ < 0,
for which stability has been shown. Note that since e > 0, ψ < 0 implies ψ −
atan(ke) < −ψ−atan(ke), the case (δf = −δm, δr > δf ) is not possible and therefore
does not have to be considered.

Next, consider the case e > 0, δm − π
2
> ψ > −π

2
. Here

ė ∝ sin(ψ + δm) + sin(ψ − δm) = 2 cos(δm) sin(ψ) < 0

ψ̇ ∝ sin(ψ + δm)− sin(ψ − δm)

cos(ψ)
= 2 sin(δm) > 0.

(38)

Hence lateral error decreases while the heading error increases, either until nominal
control is reached, or until e < 0, ψ < 0 for which stability has been shown, or until
e > 0, + > ψ > δm − π

2
, for which stability has also been shown.

Finally, verify that the saturation triggers before the regions of repulsion in figure 9
are reached. This is evaluated numerically, given that the maximum steering angle
is δm = 0.3605 rad for both the front and rear wheels. See figure 10.

Notice that the nominal control is well within the largest invariant of the system
for all tested feedback gains, hence any initial position outside of the largest invari-
ant will be handled by the saturation control law that brings the lateral error and
the heading error back into the nominal control region. Thus the aforementioned
saturation handling law provides global stability.

Figure 10: Areas where nominal control applies (yellow) and areas where saturated control applies
(blue) according to the saturation law given by (34), along with the largest invariant of the system
given by the inside of the black circle.
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Note that until now the reference has always been considered as a constant straight
line. In practice however, the reference path will curve. Given the local curvature
κ, the angular velocity of the trajectory is ψ̇c = κv. Thus the angular velocity of
the heading error becomes

ψ̇e = ψ̇v − ψ̇c =
v

L cos(ψ)
(sin(ψ + δf )− sin(ψ + δr))− κv. (39)

Hypothesize that good path following is achieved when the angular velocity of the
error is kept at zero. In order to achieve this, it is required that

κv =
v

L cos(ψ)
(sin(ψ + δf )− sin(ψ + δr))⇒

⇒ sin(ψ + δf )− sin(ψ + δr) = κL cos(ψ).
(40)

Now, define αf = ψ + δf , αr = ψ + δr. In order to reduce the number of degrees of
freedom, set αf = −αr. Then

2 sin(αf ) = κL cos(ψ)⇒ αf = asin

(
κL| cos(ψ)|

2

)
. (41)

Hence the feedforward control with regards to path curvature becomes

δf = −ψ + asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
δr = −ψ − asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
.

(42)

Thus the final control law based on the kinematics of the vehicle is summed up as

δf = −2ψ − atan(ke) + asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
δr = −atan(ke)− asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
.

(43)

With the saturation handling law

if e · ψ > 0 and (|δf | > δm or |δr| > δm)

δf = −δm · sign(e)

δr = δm · sign(e)

elseif e · ψ ≤ 0 and (|δf | > δm or |δr| > δm)

δf = satδm−δm

(
−2ψ − atan(ke) + asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

))
δr = satδm−δm

(
−atan(ke)− asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

))
.

(44)

The next subsections will cover the tuning of this controller in order to improve its
performance in simulation.
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4.2 Simulation and dynamic adjustments

The performance of the control law presented in equations (43) and (44) were tested
by implementing it in the Simulink model of the HX01. The reference trajectory
used for the testing was a virtual replica of one of the real test tracks at Volvo CE.
The reference trajectory can be seen in figure 11 along with its associated velocity
reference and path curvature.
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Figure 11: Test track at Volvo CE used as reference trajectory in the Simulation.
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Notice that the maximum speed on straight track is 7 m/s, while the velocity ref-
erence is lower in the sharpest curves, such that the maximum angular speed of
the path, max(|κ · v|), is 0.43 rad/s. The performance of the controller is evaluated
according to two criteria. First, the lateral error should always be smaller than elim
such that the vehicle stays sufficiently close to the prescribed path. Secondly, per-
sistent oscillations in the lateral error induced by vehicle dynamics or sensor noise
should always be smaller than eripple = elim/3, in order to ensure that the path
following appears stable and smooth to the outside observer.

Note that even though the nominal controller is proven to stabilize the vehicle kine-
matics, it is not expected to initially perform well, since it is derived without regard
for vehicle dynamics. See figure 12 for the results of the simulated test run using
the controller specified by (43) and (44).
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Figure 12: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim, longitudinal velocity
and curvature, when using the control law based entirely on vehicle kinematics.

The controller performs acceptable when the vehicle is running in low speeds, but
starts to oscillate considerably when the velocity is increased. Extensive tuning
found that the best performance was achieved by dividing all control parameters by
the concurrent speed and by adding an integral term on the lateral error to offset
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steady state errors during constant cornering. This gave the non-linear control law

δf = −kψψ
v
− atan

(
ke

v

)
+

1

v
asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
− kI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ

δr =
kψψ

v
− atan

(
ke

v

)
− 1

v
asin

(
κL cos(ψ)

2

)
− kI

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ

(45)

where the velocity normalization gain for yaw kψ > 0. The saturation handling was
kept the same. See figure 13 for the results using the tuned non-linear controller.
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Figure 13: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim, longitudinal velocity
and curvature, when using the non-linear feedback controller with velocity normalization.

Observe that the lateral error is now always smaller than the lateral error limit, and
that oscillations on the lateral error are smaller than the ripple limit.

5 Model predictive control

As described previously, Model Predictive Control (MPC) is to redefine a control
problem into a constrained optimization problem. The optimization problem con-
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siders discretizations of the system states up to some horizon N , e.g. for a two-
dimensional system {x1, x2} with two inputs {u1, u2} then x =

{
x1

1, x
1
2, x

2
1, x

2
2, ..., x

N
1 , x

N
2

}
and u =

{
u1

1, u
1
2, u

2
1, u

2
2, ..., u

N
1 , u

N
2

}
. The general optimization problem can be sum-

marized as

minimize
x,u

J(x, u)

f(x, u) = 0

g(x, u) ≤ 0

(46)

where J(x, u) is the cost function that is to be minimized, f(x, u) denotes the sys-
tem’s equality constraints and g(x, u) denotes the system’s inequality constraints.
For MPC purposes, the equality constraints serve both to establish the initial condi-
tion of the states based on current sensor measurements, and to predict future states
given some system model. The inequality constraints are used to apply physical or
desired limitations to the system states and the system inputs. The MPC works in
practice by solving the optimization problem in 46 at every sampled time step and
using the first element in the optimal solution u∗ as input to the controlled plant.
In the next step, the process is repeated but with new state measurements as initial
conditions.

The following sections will outline the motives for the model choices made in the
design of the MPC, how it was cast to an optimization problem then show the results
of simulation of a Matlab/Simulink implementation and a real-time simulator
running an implementation of the MPC into the hauler prototype’s own source
code.

5.1 MPC Setup

The MPC uses the kinematic vehicle model defined in the curvilinear coordinate
system, same as the non-linear feedback controller shown previously. The reason
for not using Cartesian coordinates x and y as state variables, as was successfully
done in MPC path control for a four-wheel steered vehicle by Pereira et.al. [21], is
because the velocity set point of the cruise controller is not accessible to the path
controller. Hence vx could not be treated as an input in the MPC and therefore
it was decided to retain the curvilinear coordinate system used for the non-linear
control. The kinematic model in the curvilinear coordinate system is

ė(t) =
vx
2

(sin(δf (t) + ψ(t)) + sin(δr(t) + ψ(t)))

ψ̇(t) =
vx
L

(sin(δf (t) + ψ(t))− sin(δr(t) + ψ(t)))− vxκ(t)
(47)

where e is the lateral error with regards to the vehicle’s reference path, ψ is the
heading error with regards to the vehicle’s reference path, vx is the longitudinal
speed of the vehicle, δf is the steering angle of the front wheels, δr is the steering
angle of the rear wheels and κ is the curvature of the reference path.

Early tests showed that it would not be feasible to implement non-linear models in
the MPC since that resulted in too long computation time for the real application.
Hence, the models in equations 47 where linearized such that

ė(t) = vxψ(t) +
vx
2
δf (t) +

vx
2
δr(t)

ψ̇(t) =
vx
L
δf (t)−

vx
L
δr(t)− vxκ(t).

(48)
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Given a first order approximation of the derivatives, the discrete evolutions of the
states become

ek+1 = ek + Ts ·
(
vxψk +

vx
2
δf,k +

vx
2
δr,k

)
, k = 1, ..., N − 1

ψk+1 = ψk + Ts ·
(vx
L
δf,k −

vx
L
δr,k − vxκk

)
, k = 1, ..., N − 1.

(49)

Next, establish the initial conditions

e1 = em
ψ1 = ψm

(50)

where em is the concurrent measurement of the lateral error and ψm is the concurrent
measurement of the heading error. Next, define the inequality constraints as

−elim ≤ek ≤ elim, k = 2, ..., N

−ψlim ≤ψk ≤ ψlim, k = 2, ..., N

−δmax ≤δf,k ≤ δmax, k = 1, ..., N

−δmax ≤δr,k ≤ δmax, k = 1, ..., N

−Tsδ̇max ≤δf,k+1 − δf,k ≤ Tsδ̇max, k = 1, ..., N − 1

−Tsδ̇max ≤δr,k+1 − δr,k ≤ Tsδ̇max, k = 1, ..., N − 1.

(51)

Here, elim and ψlim are set according to desired properties of the path following
controller, while δmax and δ̇max are given by mechanical constraints to the steering
angles and steering servo. The reference path curvature κk is calculated a priori by
interpolation from a lookup table of reference path curvature κ versus curvilinear
abscissa s as shown in (14). For this purpose, the value of the curvilinear abscissa s
at time step k + 1 is estimated as

sk+1 = sk + Tsvx, k = 1, ..., N
s1 = sm.

(52)

The longitudinal velocity vx is assumed constant. The motive for assuming constant
velocity despite knowing that the velocity is time variant, is first because the cruise
control and driveline dynamics make it so that the actual velocity does not neces-
sarily follow the velocity reference. Hence the velocity reference should not be used
iteratively to predict future velocity. Secondly, the velocity reference of the trajec-
tory is generally constant for each segment and only changes very rapidly between
segments in short bursts of acceleration, as can be seen in figure 11. In practice
the prediction horizon will often be shorter than the segments of constant velocity,
but longer than the short bursts of acceleration and braking. Since the velocity
reference of a well planned trajectory generally decreases before the path curves, a
zero-order-hold estimate of the velocity will underestimate the time until the cur-
vature builds up, hence lead to earlier steering actuation. On the contrary, a first
order estimate of the velocity will overestimate the time until the curvature builds
up, hence lead to later steering actuation. Since the system has unmodeled inertias,
lead time on steering actuation is often preferable compared to lag time on steering
actuation. Furthermore, acceleration generally does not commence until after the
curve has been exited, and therefore the choice of zero or first order estimation of
the velocity has no influence on lead or lag time when exiting curves. Likewise, the
choice of velocity estimate has no consequence for the MPC’s performance on the
dominating part of the track where the velocity is constant. Hence it is decided that
the MPC treats the longitudinal velocity as constant and equal to the most current
measurement of the vehicle’s velocity.
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Next, the model was cast onto a quadratic programming optimization problem. For
the simulation part of this thesis, the quadratic programming used was quadprog in
Matlab. It has the interface quadprog(H,f,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub), where

H: Hessian matrix of the cost function xTHx+ fTx.

f: Linear component of the cost function xTHx+ fTx.

A,b: Matrix and vector for the inequality constraint Ax ≤ b.

Aeq,beq: Matrix and vector for the equality constraint Aeqx = beq.

lb,ub: Lower and upper bounds on the variables in x, such that lb ≤ x ≤ ub.

Note that this results in an implicit MPC formulation where every state at every
time step is treated as a separate state variable by the solver, and that there exists
no explicit difference between system states (e and ψ) and system inputs (δf and
δr), other than that the system states are bounded by the initial conditions and the
state equations. The states considered for the optimization problem are

x = [e1 ψ1 δf,1 δr,1 · · · eN ψN δf,N δr,N ] . (53)

Since it is desirable to attach cost weights to not just the lateral error, heading error
and steering angles, but also the steering angles’ derivatives, the hessian matrix of
the cost function was defined as

H = DTQD (54)

where

D =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

 (55)

and

Q =



qe 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 qψ 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 qδ 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 qδ 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 q∆δ 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 q∆δ 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 0 qe · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .


. (56)

qe, qψ, qδ and q∆δ are the cost weights for the lateral error, heading error, steering
angles and steering angle differences, respectively. Note that the front steering angle
and the rear steering angle have the same cost weights. The other inputs to quadprog
were

f = [0 0 0 0 · · ·]T (57)

A =


0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1 · · ·
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

 (58)

b =
[
Tsδ̇max Tsδ̇max Tsδ̇max Tsδ̇max · · ·

]T
(59)
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Aeq =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
−1 −vxTs −vxTs

2
−vxTs

2
1 0 0 0 · · ·

0 −1 −vxTs
L

vxTs
L

0 1 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 −1 −vxTs −vxTs

2
−vxTs

2
· · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

 (60)

beq = [em ψm 0 −vx,1 0 · · ·]T (61)

lb = [em ψm −δmax −δmax −elim −ψlim −δmax −δmax · · ·]T (62)

ub = [em ψm δmax δmax elim ψlim δmax δmax · · ·]T . (63)

Here, em and ψm are the concurrent measurements of e and ψ. The sample rate
of the controller was set to Ts = 0.1 s, and the prediction and control horizons
were both set to N = 100. Initial tests with the controller showed promise during
tight curves and low speeds, but resulted in considerable sustained oscillations when
running at higher velocities. See figure 14.
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Figure 14: Normalized lateral error and velocity for tests of the initial MPC formulation.

Notice that the oscillation build up while the velocity is larger than approximately
5 m/s, and dwindle quickly as the velocity falls below 5 m/s. It was not possible
to negate this behavior through adjustments to the cost function weights, sample
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time or prediction horizon. However, by conjecture it was hypothesized that since
ė and ψ̇ are proportional to vx, it could be that as vx increases, the plant becomes
faster than the servos controlling its inputs and therefore instability occurs. Thus
it was decided to attempt to integrate the steering servo dynamics into the MPC’s
model. The steering servos can approximately be described as PI controllers, hence
the dynamics of a steering servo can be summarized as

δ̈(t) = −k1kpδ̇(t)− k1kiδ(t) + k1kpδ̇cmd(t) + k1kiδcmd(t) (64)

where δ is the real steering angle output, δcmd is the steering angle set point sent
from the path controller, k1 is a gain factor from servo voltage to the angular speed
of the hydraulic pump, kp is the proportional gain of the PI controller and ki is the
integral gain of the PI controller. In discrete space the dynamics become

δ̇k+1 = δ̇k − Tsk1kpδ̇k − Tsk1kiδk + Tsk1kpδ̇cmd,k + Tsk1kiδcmd,k (65a)

δk+1 = δk + Tsδ̇k (65b)

δ̇cmd,k+1 =
1

Ts
δcmd,k+1 −

1

Ts
δcmd,k (65c)

which can be simplified into

δ̇k+1 = (1− Tsk1kp)δ̇k − Tsk1kiδk + (k1kp + Tsk1Ki)δcmd,k−
k1kpδcmd,k−1

(66a)

δk+1 = δk + Tsδ̇k. (66b)

This needs to be applied for both the front steering angle and the rear steering angle
separately, with the substitution of δ, δ̇ and δcmd for δf , δ̇f , δcmd,f and δr, δ̇r, δcmd,r,
respectively. Note that δf and δr are the steering angles used in the MPC’s model
to predict the future states of e and ψ, while δcmd,f and δcmd,r are used to evaluate
future states of δf and δr. It is the first elements of the MPC’s optimal sequence of
δcmd,f and δcmd,r that are forwarded from the controller to the real steering servos.
The states considered for the MPC are now

x =
[
e ψ δf δr δ̇f δ̇r δcmd,f δcmd,r

]T
. (67)

Note that the number of states in the optimization problem has doubled, while the
number of unconstrained input variables is still 2N . Due to the increased size of the
problem it is however impractical to show the structure of the inputs to quadprog
in print, and therefore an explicit MPC formulation follows instead.

minimize
x

N∑
k=1

xTkQxk

where (68)

Q =



qe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 qψ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 qδ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 qδ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 qδ̇ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 qδ̇ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 qδ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 qδ
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subject to the constraints:
e1 = em
ψ1 = ψm
δf,1 = δf,m
δr,1 = δr,m

δ̇f,1 = δ̇f,m

δ̇r,1 = δ̇r,m
δf,cmd,0 = δf,cmd,last output
δr,cmd,0 = δr,cmd,last output

ek+1 = ek + Ts ·
(
vxψk +

vx
2
δf,k +

vx
2
δr,k

)
, k = 1, ..., N − 1

ψk+1 = ψk + Ts ·
(vx
L
δf,k −

vx
L
δr,k − vxκk

)
, k = 1, ..., N − 1

δf,k+1 = δf,k + Tsδ̇f,k, k = 1, ..., N − 1

δr,k+1 = δr,k + Tsδ̇r,k, k = 1, ..., N − 1

δ̇f,k+1 = (1− Tsk1kp)δ̇f,k − Tsk1kiδf,k + (k1kp + Tsk1Ki)δf,cmd,k−
k1kpδf,cmd,k−1, k = 1, ..., N − 1

δ̇r,k+1 = (1− Tsk1kp)δ̇r,k − Tsk1kiδr,k + (k1kp + Tsk1Ki)δr,cmd,k−
k1kpδr,cmd,k−1, k = 1, ..., N − 1

−elim ≤ ek ≤ elim, k = 2, ..., N

−ψlim ≤ ψk ≤ ψlim, k = 2, ..., N

−δmax ≤ δf,k ≤ δmax, k = 2, ..., N

−δmax ≤ δr,k ≤ δmax, k = 2, ..., N

−δ̇max ≤ δ̇f,k ≤ δ̇max, k = 2, ..., N

−δ̇max ≤ δ̇r,k ≤ δ̇max, k = 2, ..., N

−δmax ≤ δf,cmd,k ≤ δmax, k = 1, ..., N

−δmax ≤ δr,cmd,k ≤ δmax, k = 1, ..., N.

(69)

Here, qe, qψ, qδ and qδ̇ are the cost weights for the lateral error, heading error,
steering angles and steering angle differences, respectively. Note that the new MPC
formulation requires concurrent measurements of e, ψ, δf , δr, δ̇f and δ̇r, as well as
bookkeeping of the last δf,cmd and δr,cmd sent to the servos.

The MPC formulation in (68) and (69) was then cast onto an optimization problem
that matches the interface of quadprog and implemented as a controller in the
Simscape/Simulink model. The first elements in quadprog’s optimal sequences of
δf,cmd and δr,cmd were forwarded as steering set points to the steering servos.

5.2 Simulation Results

The performance of the revised MPC controller was tested on the virtual test track
presented in figure 11. As previously, the control objective was to keep the amplitude
of the maximum lateral error throughout the circuit smaller than elim, and to keep
the amplitude of oscillations induced by vehicle dynamics and sensor noise smaller
than eripple = elim/3. See figure 15 for the results of the path following performance
of the MPC with modeled servo dynamics.
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Figure 15: Normalized lateral error, longitudinal velocity and curvature of the reference path for
a test of the MPC with modeled servo dynamics.

Observe that the higher velocities that previously deteriorated the path following
of the hauler now have negligible impact on it. Note also that large curvature has
insignificant affect on the lateral error.

5.3 Real hauler implementation

Since the machine control of the real hauler prototype runs on ROS and C++, it
was necessary to cast the MPC onto a C++ implementation in order to facilitate
future use of the MPC on the real hauler. Implementation in ROS and C++ was
done directly in the hauler’s source code by using the nonlinear programming library
Ipopt. Ipopt provides interior point algorithms for solving problems on the form

minimize
x

f(x)

subject to gl ≤ g(x) ≤ gu
xl ≤ x ≤ xu

(70)

where f(x) ∈ < is the cost function, g(x) ∈ <m are the constraint functions and
x ∈ <n are the states, including both input variables and actual system states. In
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this formulation, equality constraints (such as the model constraints on subsequent
states) are easily added by setting gl and gu as equal. By explicitly adding the
Jacobians of f(x) and g(x), as well as the Hessian of the Lagrangian (in the case of
linear constraints simply the Hessian of f(x)), the computation of the optimization
problem was made very efficient. Initial tests on computers corresponding to the
computer running the path following controller on the hauler indicated a typical
computation time for one optimization to 16 milliseconds. The worst case scenario, a
failed optimization, resulted in a computation time of approximately 50 milliseconds.
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Figure 16: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim, longitudinal velocity
and curvature of the reference path for a test on a real-time simulator with the MPC implemented
on the machine control hardware used in the real hauler.

In particular, the worst case computation times arose when there were no feasi-
ble solutions to the optimization problem. Infeasibility occurred almost exclusively
because the initial pose of the hauler, e and ψ, were too far out from the desired
solution constraints ±elim and ±ψlim, and thus subsequent states in the solution
could not satisfy the constraints. A common reason for this occurrence was that
the hauler was started up too far from its reference path. In order to handle the
infeasible initial conditions, the solution constraints were set dynamically so that
if the initial conditions for e and ψ exceeded their nominal constraints ±elim and
±ψlim, the constraints were instead set to very large values in order to ensure the
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existence of feasible solutions able to bring e and ψ to within the nominal constraint
limits. This simple adjustment to the constraints on lateral error and heading error
sufficed to eradicate most situations with infeasible problems, and was successful in
providing smooth convergence of e and ψ to the trajectory even when the hauler
is started some distance away from its track. In particular, since almost all initial
conditions resulted in feasible solutions, the occurrences of worst-case computation
time was significantly reduced. Since the typical computation time of 16 millisec-
onds was now dominant and the sampling time of the MPC was 100 milliseconds,
it was clear that the computation time of the MPC would not be a hindrance to its
implementation in the real hauler. The C++ implementation of the MPC was then
tested on a real-time simulator with software I/O equivalent to the real hauler in
order to verify the ability to use the C++ implementation on the real hauler. See
figure 16 for the results of the simulated test run.

Observe that the lateral error is significantly perturbed by the sharp curves on the
track and that large errors are attenuated despite causing initial values for the MPC
that have previously rendered the optimization problem infeasible. Since the vehicle
in the simulation is a very simple representation of the hauler and no tuning was done
on the MPC for this specific vehicle model, figure 16 should be used to appreciate
that the MPC is working in principle in its real-time application.

6 Results

In sections 4.2 and 5.2 it was shown that the controllers performed well during testing
with nominal and expected operating conditions. This section will give a deeper
analysis of the robustness of the controllers with regards to unexpected operating
conditions and a summary of the simulation results.

6.1 Robustness testing

Since the intended operating conditions of the hauler may change as the develop-
ment of the autonomous hauler progresses, and model uncertainty and outside dis-
turbances are an ever present concern, it is of great interest to test the controllers’
robustness to various changes in operating conditions and outside influences. To do
this, consider five different cases of disturbances; running the hauler at increased
speed, a road with a side incline, stochastic leaps in the GNSS-signal, a bias on the
steering wheel angle and slower steering servos than nominal. The following para-
graphs will outline motives for analyzing the different cases and present results from
simulations where the effect of each respective disturbance has been implemented
and tested for both controllers. Since different disturbance amplitudes may result in
different vehicle velocities, the graphs are displayed in lateral error versus traversed
distance rather than lateral error versus time. This is done to ensure that tight
curves etc. appear in the same place in the graph for all investigated cases. For
reference of velocity set-point and path curvature versus distance along track, see
figure 11.

Increase in hauler velocity is a foreseeable future change to the hauler’s operat-
ing conditions, as velocity increase entails quicker hauling runs and therefore an
increased production capacity of the quarry site. Likewise, quicker hauling routes
might also decrease the necessary number of haulers in the quarry site and thus
reduce the capital cost of the operation. Therefore the controllers are tested in sim-
ulation with faster velocity references in order to evaluate their performance. The
velocity reference is increased by a percentage across the entire track. See figure 17
for the results.
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Figure 17: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim for a simulation test
of the hauler controlled by the NLC (top) and MPC (bottom) at increased speeds. The legend
indicates the velocity increase for each test.

It is clear from figure 17 that the NLC’s tracking error becomes larger than the error
limit when the speed is increased by 20% or more. The MPC however maintains
its tracking error below the error limit for speed increases of at least 40%. Thus it
can be concluded that the MPC is more robust with regards to increased reference
velocity.

The slopes leading out from quarries can either by accident or natural wear become
banked so that a side incline occurs. The effect of such an incline is reproduced in
simulation by adding a lateral force to the front and rear chassis equivalent to the
sideways gravitational force of a given bank angle. See figure 18 for the results of
simulated test runs with side incline.
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Figure 18: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim for a simulation test
of the hauler controlled by the NLC (top) and MPC (bottom) and running on paths with different
bank angles.

Note that the lateral error is shifted to the outside of the path (the direction of the
lateral force) for both controllers and that the lateral errors increase as the bank
angle increases. Both controllers managed to fulfill their goal of keeping the lateral
error within the permissible limits, while the MPC was more affected than the NLC.

Data captured from test runs with the real hauler has shown that the GNSS position
of the hauler may sometimes jump a short distance and then bounce back, usually
due to the GNSS system losing and regaining the connection to a satellite. This is
simulated by adding a stochastic variable to the global xyz -position of the hauler
that is sampled every second and has a 99% chance of being zero and a 1% chance
of taking a non-zero value. See figure 19 for the results of simulated test runs with
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stochastic leaps in the GNSS.
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Figure 19: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim for a simulation test
of the hauler controlled by the NLC (top) and MPC (bottom) and affected by stochastic leaps in
the GNSS signal.

Figure 19 show the lateral error as perceived by the controller. It is clear that the
NLC handles the GNSS jumps well and returns to the reference path in a stable
manner after the disturbances subside. The MPC is stable for lower jump ampli-
tudes, while for greater leaps the lateral error becomes so large that the MPC stops
due to infeasibility. This is efficiently counteracted by adding appropriate handling
of infeasible starting points for the MPC, which will be further explained later in
this thesis.

The steering angles are measured with angular encoders that require calibration. If
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a sensor’s factory calibration is off, or if the calibration deteriorates over time, the
steering angle will develop a bias. This bias may severely affect the performance
of the inner control loop for the steering angles, and thus also deteriorate the per-
formance of the path following controller since its requested steering angles are not
actuated properly. In the simulations, a bias is added to the measurement of the
front steering angle, see figure 20 for simulation results.
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Figure 20: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim for a simulation test
of the hauler controlled by the NLC (top) and MPC (bottom) and affected by steering angle bias.

Notice that both controllers deteriorate completely when the steering angle bias
goes to 0.20 radians. For lower steering angle biases, the lateral error increases as
the steering angle bias increases. The NLC is most affected during higher velocities
(compare with figure 11) and is practically unaffected during low velocities. In
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contrast, the MPC experiences a relatively constant offset throughout the entire
trajectory but much less than the worst case for the NLC.

The steering servos provide an inner control loop for the steering angles of the hauler.
Since the steering servos are integral to the steering performance of the hauler, their
deterioration may prove detrimental to the steering and path following capabilities
of the vehicle. In practice the steering servos may degrade through fatigue in the
servo pumps, degeneration of the hydraulic fluid, inaccurate deadband inversion,
etc. For simulation purposes, degradation of the servos are emulated by reducing
the voltage-to-angular velocity gain of the servos. For the MPC, this slow down was
not included in the MPC’s model of the servos. See figure 21 for simulation results
with slower servos than nominal.
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Figure 21: Lateral error normalized by the maximum permissible error elim for a simulation
test of the hauler controlled by the NLC (top) and MPC (bottom) and affected by slower steering
servos. The legend indicates how much the speed of the servos was reduced.
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Observe that the 50% slower steering servos do not have any significant affect on the
performance of either controller. 80% slower steering servos render the NLC unstable
while the MPC still functions but experiences some sustained oscillations. Even
slower steering servos cause both controllers to become unstable. It is noteworthy
that the MPC is less sensitive to inner-loop slow downs since it implies that the some
modeling considerations to inner-loop dynamics make the controller more robust to
inner-loop degradation, even if the degradation is not known.

6.2 Result summary

For analysis purposes the results from the simulated test runs, including the robust-
ness tests, are compiled in table 1.

Table 1: Summary of maximum lateral tracking errors for the different test runs and controllers,
normalized by the maximum allowed lateral error. For the GNSS disturbances, the maximum
lateral offset is only considered when created by a GNSS leap and not when arising from the
nominal performance of the controller.

Case NLC MPC
Nominal 0.83 0.21

Increased speed 10% 1.02 0.33
Increased speed 20% 1.36 0.51
Increased speed 40% 1.65 0.63
Increased speed 60% 4.34 5.95

Banked angle 0.05 rad 0.78 0.36
Banked angle 0.10 rad 0.63 0.51
Banked angle 0.15 rad 0.66 0.75
Banked angle 0.20 rad 0.68 0.89
GNSS leaps 0.5 · elim 0.42 0.43

GNSS leaps elim 0.74 0.74
GNSS leaps 2 · elim 1.35 Unstable
GNSS leaps 3 · elim 2.13 Unstable

Steering angle bias 0.05 rad 1.02 0.46
Steering angle bias 0.10 rad 1.82 0.69
Steering angle bias 0.15 rad 2.71 0.99
Steering angle bias 0.20 rad Unstable Unstable

Slow servo 50% 0.79 0.30
Slow servo 20% Unstable 0.66
Slow servo 10% Unstable Unstable
Slow servo 5% Unstable Unstable

7 Discussion

Given the results from the simulation test runs it appears evident that the MPC per-
forms better than the non-linear controller in the nominal cases. However, during the
robustness tests the performances of the controllers varied greatly depending on the
type of disturbance and amplitude. The following subsections will first discuss the
method choices and how they may have influenced the outcome of the thesis work,
after which the performance of both controllers will be discussed in greater depth
and in relation to the greater context of environmental sustainability facilitated by
the electric site. The discussion will then conclude by bringing up recommendations
for future work.
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7.1 Method discussion

The general research method in this thesis has been to design controllers with regards
to simple kinematic models of the hauler and tuning the controllers versus more
advanced multi-body simulations of the hauler. Given that the research purpose of
the thesis was to design and test different path controllers for the autonomous hauler,
the method proved effective since it gave a strong theoretical groundwork for the
basic layout of the controllers and allowed for a relatively quick tuning process versus
simulations rather than the actual plant. However, a drawback with this research
method was that the kinematic model was never verified before controller design
commenced, and the kinematic model was later shown to be insufficient in providing
stabilizing control without major amendments. For example, the Lyapunov analysis
performed during the design of the non-linear controller did not yield stable control
in simulation without significant alterations, and the MPC based on the kinematic
model did not stabilize the path following at higher velocities until a model of the
servos was added to the MPC. Hence it is clear that a deeper study should have been
conducted in the beginning of the thesis work, investigating how well the kinematic
vehicle model corresponded to the behavior of the real hauler. Such a study could
have found the deficiencies in the kinematic model early on and thus reduced the
development time of the controllers considerably.

The hypothesis stated for this master thesis explicitly expressed that the controllers
should be tested on the prototype of the real hauler, which was never done due
to technical difficulties with the prototype that surpassed the work of this thesis.
Hence the hypothesis remains to be properly tested.

7.2 Results discussion

From table 1 it is clear that the MPC outperforms the non-linear controller when
running in nominal conditions. The MPC also outperforms the NLC with regards to
the disturbances coming from steering angle bias and slower steering servos. However
the MPC becomes unstable for two disturbance tests that do not result in instability
for the NLC, namely GNSS leaps of 2 · elim and 3 · elim amplitude. The reason that
these disturbances result in instability for the MPC is because they are of sufficient
magnitude to put the perceived position of the hauler so far from the trajectory
that the MPC cannot find feasible paths back to the trajectory. This issue was
later resolved in the real-time implementation by setting the constraints on future
e and ψ dynamically. However, it is imperative to emphasis that both controllers
require relatively severe amplitudes of disturbance in order to deteriorate their path
following performance. Therefore they can be implemented on a prototype of the real
hauler without doubts concerning their usefulness when controlling real plants that
deviate from their theoretical composition. This is further aided by the knowledge
that the real-time implementation of the MPC works well in initial testing on a real-
time simulator with the same control hardware as the hauler prototype, with an
average computation time significantly smaller than the sampling time of the MPC.
Since one of the initial goals of the master thesis work was to also implement and
test the controller on the hauler prototype, it is satisfactory that the implementation
appears feasible.

Besides the maximum absolute values of the lateral errors, it can also be seen from
figure 18 that the MPC is more susceptible to developing steady state errors from
side-forces than the non-linear controller. Similarly, figure 20 shows that while both
controllers are affected by steering angle bias, the MPC is affected such that the
lateral error develops a steady-state offset throughout the entire track. In contrast,
the NLC is virtually unaffected by the steering angle bias when running at low
speeds but experiences significant disturbances when the speed is increased. These
phenomena imply that the NLC is more sensitivity to vehicle speed than the MPC,
and that the MPC has some susceptibility to steady-state errors. However, the
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steady state errors that do arise for the MPC remain within acceptable limits and
can therefore be tolerated without warranting changes to the model predictive path
control.

Finally, it needs to be stressed that both controllers perform with acceptable pre-
cision given the requirements set by Volvo CE, while the MPC consumes several
magnitudes of extra computational effort compared to the NLC. Given the addi-
tional computational requirements imposed by the MPC, it is easy to say that the
non-linear controller suffices and should be used in favor of the MPC simply for
being the more frugal. However, consider that the MPC also allows for higher ve-
locity and tighter curves while maintaining acceptable levels of lateral error. This is
essential when recognizing that the end-goal of the path controller is to facilitate the
extraction of gravel from a quarry as efficiently as possible. If extraction efficiency
benefits from faster haulers and tighter curves, e.g. by being able to reduce the
number of haulers in the quarry, then the MPC should certainly be implemented
such that these benefits can be utilized. Hence the verdict of whether to actually
implement the non-linear path controller or the model predictive path controller
comes down to how much can be gained by increasing hauler speed and sharpen-
ing the reference path. This also raises the question of how the energy efficiency
and environmental sustainability brought about by the electric site project might
be benefited by the new path following controllers. For this purpose, consider the
influence of the reduced tracking error. The direct effect this has on the operation
as a whole is that it becomes more robust and safer with regards to the autonomous
driving which in turn increases potential up-time for the quarry site as a whole.
This will naturally make the electric site more attractive to business owners and
other stakeholders, which makes way for earlier and more widespread adoption of
the technology. Since the electric site itself entails a reduction in CO2 emissions by
up to 95%, the most effective way for the path controllers to benefit environmental
sustainability indeed becomes the function of making the autonomous haulers more
self sufficient with regards to path execution, to the point where the up-time of the
quarry is not affected by severe tracking errors in the hauler path controllers. Nat-
urally, one can also discuss the impact of efficient path tracking reducing electricity
consumption, however since the path following behavior of the hauler is so critical
to the marketability of the electric site, the new controller’s ability to achieve better
path control is a substantial step towards realizing the environmental savings made
possible by the electric quarry site. Conversely, one can also discuss the greater so-
cietal issues related to increases in automated industry. I.e. the risk that decline in
demand for practical labor increasing long term unemployment and hence increasing
poverty, socioeconomic divides and social unrest in industrialized societies. These
consequences require careful consideration when increasing industrial automation
and should not be overlooked in political discussions on future labor- and social
policies.

7.3 Future Work

The obvious future work that emerges from this master thesis is to complete the
implementation of the path following controllers on the real hauler prototype and test
them on a real test track. Besides this evident task, it would also be of great interest
to investigate how the performance of the MPC changes if one uses both steering
and throttle as system inputs and consider the hauler’s global position as control
objective rather than its curvilinear position relative the reference path. Following at
least moderate success with this type of model predictive path controller, it becomes
interesting to investigate the possibility of fusing the path controller with the path
planner. The motive for a combination of path planning and path following is that
MPC path following in a global coordinate system implicitly also constitute path
planning. Hence a fusion of the path planning and path control algorithms conveys
little to no extra computational complexity and ensures that the vehicle model for
optimal path planning is the same as the vehicle model for optimal path control.
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This would ensure that all paths planned for the MPC are intrinsically feasible and
optimal. Another interesting topic for future work is to investigate the ability to
attenuate the steady state errors that arose for the MPC when running with steering
angle bias etc. This could potentially be accomplished by Adaptive Reference MPC,
MPC with integral control, or similar solutions.

8 Conclusion

In this master thesis path following control was investigated for an autonomous four-
wheel steered hauler using both non-linear control and model predictive control.
The goal of the controller design was to achieve path following with a high degree
of precision specified by Volvo CE who commissioned the master thesis. It was
found that both the non-linear controller and the model predictive controller could
attain the prescribed path following precision, while the model predictive controller
performed the best but at the expense of much higher computational complexity.

The controllers were designed with regards to a kinematic model of a four-wheel
steered vehicle in a curvilinear coordinate system constituting the vehicle’s reference
track. The tuning of the controllers was conducted versus a multi-body simulation
of the hauler designed in Simscape and SimMechanics. This hauler model was
verified by inputting logged data of steering angles and velocity into it and comparing
the resulting path with the corresponding path logged from the GNSS position of
the real hauler. These tests showed that the multi-body simulation of the hauler
was sufficiently accurate in order to use it as a tuning instrument for the controllers.

The non-linear controller was initially designed using Lyapunov analysis of the kine-
matic model of the hauler in order to verify that it could stabilize the path following
of the hauler. The Lyapunov analysis had to take special care for the critical con-
ditions arising when the steering angles of the hauler saturated, e.g. reached their
mechanical constraints. The control law initially derived from Lyapunov analysis
performed well in simulation at low and medium speeds, but failed to stabilize the
hauler at higher velocities. Stability at higher velocities was achieved in simulation
by normalizing the feedback gains with the longitudinal velocity.

The model predictive controller was programmed with the same kinematic model
as the one used in the Lyapunov analysis, but linearized in order to reduce the
computational complexity of the optimization problem. Similar to the non-linear
controller, the early version of the model predictive controller was unable to stabilize
the path following at higher velocities in simulation. This issue was resolved by
adding a model of the hauler’s steering servos to the MPC. This model predictive
controller that contained models of both the hauler kinematics and the hauler servos
was successful in stabilizing the path following at higher velocities in simulation.

Both controllers were tested by running them in simulation on a virtual test track
containing the speeds and curvatures that the path following controller of the hauler
should be able to manage. During these tests, both controllers succeeded in following
the reference paths with acceptable tracking errors, yet the MPC outperformed the
non-linear controller in the sense that its tracking error was smaller. In the next
phase, the robustness of the controllers was tested by running them in simulations
with different external disturbances and modeling errors present, e.g. side-forces and
biases on the steering angle feedback. During the robustness tests it become clear
that both controllers were sufficiently robust with regards to the tested disturbances
in order to confidently implement them in a real prototype of the hauler, while the
MPC was more resilient to changes in operating conditions.

The final discussion concerning which controller was must suitable for implemen-
tation on the real hauler came to the conclusion that the non-linear controller was
more suited for implementation given that it fulfilled the current path control re-
quirements on the controller and was less expensive in terms of computational com-
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plexity and code overhead than the MPC. However, it was also concluded that the
MPC could perform with smaller tracking error at greater velocities and tighter
curvature. These attributes would make the MPC a better candidate for practical
implementation if one was to increase the desired speed of the haulers in order to
increase the production capacity of the quarry or reduce capital costs by decreasing
the number of haulers necessary for continuous operation.
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